The 1000 Blows That Killed My World

1. I did my best.
2. Not good enough.
3. I’m doing my very best.
4. Try harder.
5. Who the hell are you?
6. I’m you.
7 Figures.

8. She’s 97.
9. 97! That a grand old age.
10. She’ll be dead soon.
11. Oh, yes, it does happen.
12. They’ll be living to 120 soon.
13. If we survive.
14. Well, ya, you do have to be here.
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15. 97 eh? A grand old age.

16. Just speak your mind.
17. I have no words.
18. Well, what do you think?
19. I have no thoughts.
20. Then use someone else’s.
21. I don’t trust them.
22. Trust is not ‘knowing for sure’; it’s ‘not not knowing for sure’.
23. But I want an original thought.
24. There are possibly only five central ideas that are needed to
save this world.
25. I’ll be happy with number 6.

26. In the wake of numbed reality…
27. …came the pay-me-more and the we-will-have.
28. We can use rituals to heighten the experience.
29. Imperfection makes it real.
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30. Perfection makes it feel.
31. Today the imperfect perfect.
32. Tomorrow the perfect imperfect.
33. That was easy.
34. It was easier yesterday.
35. Yes.
36. Getting and forgetting.
37. And aftergetting?
38. Who are you not?
39. I don’t have to know.

40. Stupidity mates with incaution
41. and then has a
42. fling with hubris.
43. Hugh who?
44. Hugh can say.
45. I’m an alter ego boy.
46. Hugh can explain everything.
47. Explaining nothing is the difficult part.
48. I think I’m going to die, explain that.
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49. Just a passing thought.
50. Maybe we should have a prayer.
51. Are you buying?

52. Do we have a choice yet?
53. When it’s between the same things
54. I hear intelligence is self-serving.
55. It’s nice to be right all the time.
56. It takes the luck out of it though.
57. They’ve quantified luck, by the way.
58. Good, how much?
59. They won’t tell us.
60. That’s stupid.
61. They feel it’s better not to know.
62. Yes, probably wouldn’t change anything.
63. Oh look, clouds. What are the chances it will rain?
64. Oh, if we’re lucky 50-50.
65. For or against?
66. Ha ha ha ah vomit more ha ha’s.
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67. G876543210…
68. G20191817161514131211109876543210…
69. You think they could do plenty in their void.
70. They thought fist-cal policy, we thought g-string.
71. But with the panties finally down on the big boy communiqués…
72. …it turned out to be our lack of imagination.

73.
74.
75.
…etc to 1000. And if we all survive the end of my world then I will
begin “The 1000 Blows that Resuscitated my Soul”. Maybe…
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